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Abstract
When placed under high pressure, and cooled to low temperatures, He-4 will crystalize into a
solid with a hexagonal close packed arrangement of atoms. Lattices of this type will exhibit
phonons with E2g symmetry. In the He-4 solid, the frequency of this phonon can be measured
to a high degree of accuracy using Raman spectroscopy or neutron scattering. It has been
shown that the frequency is dependent upon the density of the solid. This data has been used
in this work as a highly accurate benchmark to evaluate the accuracy of modelling the solid
via the path integral Monte Carlo method, using two-body and three-body potential energy
surfaces that are known to be highly accurate. The path integral method was chosen to see
if the inclusion of zero-point motion of the atoms in calculations of the phonon frequency
would be an improvement on previous theoretical treatments which do not include zero-point
motion. Not incorporating zero-point motion causes theoretical calulations to underestimate
the phonon frequency, esepecially at high molar volumes. Because He-4 is a quantum solid,
the individual atoms within the solid experience large amplitude zero-point motion that can
substantially change the average two-body and three-body interactions in the crystal. In
calculating the phonon frequency, this work showed that incorporating zero-point motion
does increase the phonon frequency in comparison to previous theoretical work. However,
the results presented in this thesis overestimate the value of the phonon frequency. It was
theorized that this was due to the construction of an external potential that exerted too
much force on the Monte Carlo system, which prevented the accurate sampling of two-body
and three-body energies. Gaussian quadrature calculations were then done to examine the
relationship between the radial distribution of atomic position and the phonon frequency.
The minimum energy of the solid systems as a function of the root mean square displacement
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of atomic position was found. The phonon frequency at low molar volumes were the most
affected by three-body corrections, which was not true of the path integral simulations.
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Helium is a member of the noble gases, and as a result it is an element with low reactivity.
However, the element remains a relevant subject of study due to the large quantum
mechanical effects it experiences. In particular, the phase diagrams for both He-3 and
He-4 demonstrate the role that quantum mechanics has on helium. Under their own vapor
pressure, both He-3 and He-4 remain liquids even at 0 K. This is due to the large amplitude
zero-point motion of both isotopes, which is significant enough to overcome helium’s weak
potential energy interactions.[1] In addition to remaining a liquid at low temperatures,
both elements can form superfluid phases [2, 3]. For He-4 this occurs at a temperature
of 2.17 K under its own vapor pressure. He-3 has a more complicated phase diagram
with multiple superfluid phases and a phase of spin ordering. These differences between
the two isotopes is due to the difference in masses as well as the fact that He-3 is a
fermion and He-4 is a boson. The superfluidity that both isotopes exhibit is a macroscopic
manifestation of quantum mechanical behavior, and is characterized by properties such as
having zero viscosity[4, 5, 6, 7], infinite capillary action, and effectively infinite thermal
conductivity[8, 9, 10]. Helium is the only element that will produce a superfluid phase.
Despite never forming a solid phase under their own vapor pressures, both elements can
form solid phases if an external pressure is applied. For He-3 the pressure at which a solid
is formed is at 34.4 bars, and for He-4 it is 25.3 bars. [1, 11, 12, 13, 14] These solids, like the
liquid phases, experience quantum mechanical effects. It is even speculated that He-4 may
have a supersolid phase[15]. However, there is some disagreement about whether this phase
exists or not.[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] Regardless of whether it can exhibit a supersolid
phase, the helium solid will experience large amplitude zero-point motion of its atoms. This
behavior allows helium solids to be distinguished as ”quantum solids”.[24] The defining
characteristics of quantum solids is having the ratio of the root mean square displacement
of the atoms in the solid divided by the interatomic distance exceed what is known at the
Lindemann criterion. [25] These solids possess properties not seen in traditional solids, such
as high diffusion rates and exchange rates at low temperatures. Studying condensed helium
is also relevant to astronomical studies. Jupiter and Saturn both have high concentrations
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of condensed helium in them[26], and condensed phases of helium have recently been shown
to be a part of several exoplanets[27]. Having an accurate understanding of the equation
of state of the solid could be important for understanding their formation and observable
properties[28, 29]. This work will focus on the He-4 solid, and in particular the hexagonal
close packed phase of the solid.
There exists an extensive amount of experimental data for the He-4 solid. The
mean-squared displacement of atoms within the solid has been measured through neutron
diffraction[30, 31] and x-ray diffraction[32]. The interatomic spacing from these measurement
can also determine molar volumes for the solid. Lattice dynamics can be observed through
inelastic neutron scattering [33] or Raman spectroscopy [34]. These experiments yield
properties such as elastic constants, which describe the response of a solid to the application
of an external pressure or to a shear, phonon frequencies, which describe the collective
vibrational modes of a crystal’s atoms, and Grüneisen parameters, which describe how
phonon frequencies and other properties depend on the molar volume of the solid. This
body of data allows for robust testing of the path integral method for modeling the He-
4 solid and the means by which zero-point motion and three-body interactions affect its
properties.
1.2 Interactions in Solid Helium
The rare gas solids act as good systems for the study of many-body interactions. While these
elements are in the gas phase, terms greater than the two-body interaction are negligible.
The condensed phase (liquid and solid), however, has densities great enough for higher order
terms such as three-body interactions to become an important consideration. In work done by
Polian, a Brillouin scattering study of dense liquid helium showed that the velocity of sound in
this system could not be accurately modeled using only a realistic two-body potential energy
curve.[35] Zha extended the Brillouin scattering technique to sample solid helium.[36] These
experiments showed that the Cauchy constraints on the elastic constants of solid helium are
violated at high density, which indicates that three-body interactions have become important
in describing the solid. These and other experiments suggest that three-body interactions
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are required to properly model the condensed phase.[37, 38, 39] Additionally, the rare gases
have pair potentials that are known accurately[40, 41, 42], making a strong foundation
for simulations that three-body terms can build on. As was mentioned in the previous
section, the solids also have many properties that have been measured experimentally[34, 39]
providing experimental data that simulation results can be compared against. Helium is also
a good subject for simulation work because it only contains two electrons. This means that
it can be studied with a high degree of accuracy with quantum chemical methods.[43]
Cencek et al. have developed a three-body potential energy surface for helium.[43]
Simulations involving this potential have been largely limited to simulations in the gas
phase.[44, 45, 46] The problem with using the potential in the gas phase is that the occurrence
of trimer configurations with interatomic distances short enough to exhibit non-negligible
three-body interaction energies is rare. Implementing the potential in the solid phase, where
small trimer configurations are more common, provides a better test of the potential. Some
initial testing of the role that the Cencek potential plays in solid helium has already been done
by Barnes;[47, 48] but these works have focused on static properties of helium, rather than its
dynamic properties. Barnes was able to construct equation of state data for the He-4 solid by
using variational Monte Carlo simulations using both fully incorporated considerations of the
Cencek potential as well as a perturbative treatment. In doing so, she showed that treating
the Cencek potential perturbatively was statistically equivalent to treating the potential
explicitly. This result was used as the basis for treating the Cencek potential perturbatively
in this work.
The hexagonal close packed (hcp) phase of the helium solid exhibits a phonon of E2g
symmetry that has been measured to a high degree of accuracy.[34] In this phonon the A
and B planes of the hcp lattice slide past one another. This motion causes large changes
in the interior angles of trimers of three nearest-neighbor helium atoms. This provides a
good test case for the importance of the Cencek three-body potential in the lattice dynamics
of the helium solid. However, helium is a solid dominated by quantum effects, including
zero-point motion of the atoms. To accurately calculate the phonon energy, this zero-point
motion must also be accounted for.
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This work focuses on the implementation of the path integral quantum Monte Carlo
method to simulate the helium solid with the inclusion of zero-point motion. The two-body
interactions were accounted for using the pair potential developed by Aziz et al.[40], and
three-body interactions were modeled by the Cencek three-body potential.[43]
1.3 Overview
The following chapters detail the development and application of a path integral quantum
Monte Carlo method to the He-4 solid. Firstly, a review of the potential energy surfaces
that were used for the Monte Carlo simulation is given. The two-body potential developed
by Aziz et al. is described in detail and contrasted against the Lennard-Jones two-body
potential for helium.[49] The Cencek three-body potential and how it was developed is also
described.
The next chapter details the theoretical foundations for the path integral method. The
quantum atom is replaced by a ring-polymer of classical atoms, which in the limit of an
infinite number of classical atoms is equivalent to a quantum atom. The application of
this model to a two-atom system is then presented. The demonstration of the presence of
zero-point motion is given by the presentation of the radial distribution of the atoms. It is
shown that atoms correlate their zero-point motion through the description of the anisotropic
radial distributions that the atoms experience in the asymmetric potential that exists in a
two-atom system. The method is then extended to a finite lattice of atoms. A ring-polymer
is placed in the center of an hcp arrangement and its neighboring atoms are also simulated
by ring-polymers. In order to ensure the neighbors do not inappropriately avoid the central
atom, an external potential of some kind must be employed to enforce an isotropic mean
square displacement of the atoms about their lattice points. The external potential for this
work is constructed of atoms represented by Gaussian distributions that should match the
mean square displacement of a free ring-polymer at a given simulation temperature.
The next chapter describes how the frequency of the E2g phonon from these finite lattices
can be calculated using the dynamical matrix. This matrix is analogous to the Hessian
matrix that is used to compute the vibrational normal modes of small molecules. This
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matrix consists of the second derivatives of the zero-point averaged potential energy of
the interactions of the central atom of the hcp lattice with the surrounding atoms. The
eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix are related to the frequency of the E2g phonon.
The following chapter gives the structural and dynamical results calculated from the
simulations. The root mean square displacement of a helium atom calculated from
simulations is presented and contrasted with published experimental and theoretical work.
Additionally a portion of the calculated pair correlation function is presented and contrasted
with 0 K simulations performed by Kalos et al.[50] The calculated frequency of the E2g
phonon is then given and is compared against experimental Raman data through the
presentation of Grüneisen parameters.
After the conclusion of the path integral work, it was decided to explore the role that
the root mean square deviation of atomic position has on performing three-body interaction
calculations. This was done using a Gaussian quadrature approach.
The final chapters then summarize the results of the work, and the future direction the
research should take is outlined.
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Chapter 2
Potential Energy Surfaces for Helium
7
2.1 The Aziz Two-Body Potential
Aziz[40] has developed an accurate two-body potential for helium. The potential was
developed by considering theoretical treatments of second virial coefficients, transport
properties, and nuclear magnetic relaxations. The potential was then fitted to experimental
second virial coefficient data and was constructed to have its repulsive wall intersect the
potential energy for a helium dimer at 1 Bohr as calculated by Ceperley and Partridge using
electronic quantum Monte Carlo methods.[51] The equations governing the potential are as
follows:
V (r) = εV *(x) (2.1)















, x < D,






The parameters for these equations are defined in table 2.1.The potential can be divided
into two main components: a repulsive component and an attractive component. These two
components can be seen in equation 2.2. The exponential function describes the repulsive
component that dominates the potential at distances below the interatomic separation of
rm = 5.6 Bohr, where the potential energy is a minimum. The attractive component is
described by an inverse power summation modified by a conditional exponential damping
function to describe long range dispersion forces. The Aziz potential can be compared
to a traditional Lennard-Jones potential[49] as seen in figure 2.1. In comparison to the
Lennard-Jones potential, the repulsive wall of the Aziz potential sits at a greater interatomic
separation. The Aziz potential also exhibits a larger well depth, with a depth of ε = 10.95
K. In contrast, the depth of the Lennard-Jones potential is 10.22 K. The potential has been
8


















Figure 2.1: Comparison Between Aziz and Lennard-Jones Potentials
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shown by its creators to reproduce, to within experimental error, second virial coefficients
outside of the experimental conditions for the data to which it was fitted. Additionally, the
potential accurately reproduces differential and integral cross sections, as well as viscosity
and thermal conductivity data for helium. This reproduction of experimental data suggests
that the potential is a good candidate for theoretical simulations of helium systems.
2.2 The Cencek Three-Body Potential
Cencek et al. have developed a non-additive three-body potential for helium [43].
Interactions for helium trimers were computed at 253 individual trimer configurations using
the full-configuration-interaction (FCI) method and a series of atom-centered basis sets. The
energy was decomposed into three contributions as described by equation 2.5.
EFCIint [3] = E
HF
int [3] + δEintCCSD(T )[3] + δE
FCI
int [3] (2.5)
In this equation, EHFint [3] represents the non-additive three-body interaction as computed
at the Hartree-Fock level of theory. The remaining terms represent the correlation energy
contributions to the FCI energy not captured by the Hartree-Fock energy. δEintCCSD(T )[3]
is the correlation energy contribution from the CCSD(T) level of theory, and δEFCIint [3] is
the correlation energy contribution gained by expanding to the FCI level of theory. Using
this method of deconstructing the energy according to equation 2.5 allowed the creators to
perform calculations for each of the three terms with smaller basis sets. This made the
otherwise prohibitively computationally expensive FCI method feasible.
The resulting potential energy surface from this work allowed the creators to calculate the
non-additive three-body energy for a equilateral triangle of helium atoms with an interatomic
separation of 5.6 Bohr. This interatomic distance is approximately where the minimum of the
helium pair potential energy surface is located. In this configuration, it was calculated that
the non-additive three-body energy at the FCI level is−2.80x10−7 Hartrees (−88.5 mK), with
an uncertainty of 5.38x10−9 Hartrees (1.7 mK). This represents a 3.17x10−8 Hartree (10.0
mK) improvement over CCSD(T) level calculations by the same group. Additionally, the
uncertainty of the FCI level potential is five times more accurate than the group’s previously
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most accurate potential.[52] This level of accuracy in the potential makes it an attractive
candidate for condensed phase helium simulations, where three-body interactions can be
significant contributors to the potential energy surface. A plot of the three-body energies for
equilateral triangles is presented in figure 2.2. Additionally, energies for densities that have
been studied by Raman spectroscopy and neutron scattering and presented by Watson and
Daniels[34] are placed on the plot.
Figure 2.2: This is a plot of the Cencek three-body energy for equilateral triangles as
a function of side length. Four data points corresponding to densities studied by Raman
spectroscopy and neutron scattering data presented by Watson and Daniels[34] are presented.
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Chapter 3




To calculate the finite-temperature average value of a coordinate-space observable A(x) for








∣∣∣ e−ĤkT ∣∣∣x〉A(x) (3.1)







∣∣∣ e−(T̂+V̂ )kT ∣∣∣x〉A(x) (3.2)
Using operators of the form ec(Â1+Â2) is difficult, and it would be easier if the following
approximation was used.
ec(Â1+Â2) = ecÂ1ecÂ2 (3.3)
However, error arises when the operators Â1 and Â2 do not commute, as is the case for
the kinetic energy operator T̂ and the potential energy operator V̂ . The error is described
approximately as[17]
ec(Â1+Â2) − ecÂ1ecÂ2 ≈ 1
2!
c2[Â1, Â2] (3.4)
Where [Â1, Â2] is the commutator for the two operators, defined as
[Â1, Â2] = Â1Â2 − Â2Â1 (3.5)
While the magnitude of the commutator [Â1, Â2] is determined by the form of the operators,











This identity can be approximated by choosing a suitably large but finite value of n. This
approximation can be combined with the identity
∫ ∞
−∞
dx |x〉 〈x| = 1̂ (3.7)
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Performing what is referred to as a Trotter factorization[53] on the potential energy operator

























Operating on the adjacent bras and kets with the e
−V̂


























This leaves the 〈xa|e
−T̂
nkT |xb〉 integrals to be evaluated. To solve this, one can consider the








The right hand side of equation 3.12 has the same mathematical form as the quantities in
equation 3.10 that are related to the kinetic energy operator T̂ . This propagator is similar
in structure to the path integral quantum propagator for a particle in one dimension.[54]







Where A′ is a normalization factor, x′ and t′ are the starting position and time of the particle,
and x and t are the final position and time of the particle. S[x(t)] represents the action of
any given path x(t). All possible paths between (x′, t′) and (x, t) are then summed over.
To a good approximation, all but the classical path xcl and its action Scl can be ignored.
The classical action is found by first constructing the Lagrangian for the system.[55] The
Lagrangian is defined as
L = T − U (3.14)
Where T is the kinetic energy and U is the potential energy. The classical action can then
































This expression can then be inserted into the propagator.















The propagator for a free particle with t′ = 0 is defined as











This propagator can then be used to replace the e
−T̂
nkT operator in equation 3.10. To do so,
one must recognize the equivalent units of the terms it~ and
1
nkT
. If the terms are equated





The free particle propagator then becomes












Multiplying the exponent by (kT
kT
), the propagator becomes












Within the exponential, there is now a quantity that can be interpreted as a harmonic






(x− x′)2 = 1
2
c(x− x′)2 (3.25)





Implementing the propagator in this form in equation 3.10 has the effect of measuring
the action along a closed path. As an analogy one can imagine a ring-polymer of classical
masses connected by harmonic springs.
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3.2 Application to Two Helium Atoms
One of the simplest systems one could apply the ring-polymer simulation method to is a
system of two atoms a fixed distance apart. Such a system is illustrated in figure 3.1. In this
scenario each atom is represented by ring-polymers with 4 classical masses, which for the
remainder of this discussion will be referred to as beads. The dashed blue lines between the
beads of the left and right atoms represent the interatomic potential, which for this work is
the Aziz potential. The solid yellow lines represent the harmonic potential between beads.







|rt − rt+1|2 (3.27)
In equation 3.27, m represents the mass of the atom being simulated, P represents the
number of beads within a ring polymer, β is 1
kT
, and rt represents the position of a bead
on the polymer while rt+1 is the position of the next bead on the ring polymer. Because
the polymers are rings, bead P + 1 is equal to r1. To perform the Monte Carlo simulation,
the two potentials must be accounted for once the simulation begins to sample paths. The
simulations that have been done here employed the Metropolis algorithm[56] to perform the
Monte Carlo simulation. To illustrate this method, consider performing a Monte Carlo move
Figure 3.1: Two Atom Ring-Polymer System
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that alters the configuration of a ring polymer, while keeping its center of mass, which
is called its centroid, fixed. This constraint will be important for chapter 5, because the
elements of the dynamical matrix will be defined as derivatives of the average potential
energy with respect to the ring polymer centroids. The Monte Carlo move is defined by
choosing at random two beads belonging to a single ring polymer. The two beads are
then moved by equal, randomly chosen amounts, but in opposite directions. These random
displacements are indicated by dashed arrows in figure 3.2. This move causes a change in
the potential energy of the system by altering the interatomic potential V between beads 1
and 3 on each atom, as well as the harmonic potential between beads 1 and 3 of the right
atom and their neighboring beads. This change in energy is represented by equation 3.28.
∆E = ∆V11 + ∆V33 + ∆U12 + ∆U23 + ∆U34 + ∆U41 (3.28)
If ∆E < 0, the move is automatically accepted. If ∆E ≥ 0, the probability of accepting
the move is determined by evaluating the term e−
∆E
kT . A random number generator is then
used to either accept or reject the move based on the calculated probability.
Figure 3.2: Two Atom Monte Carlo Move
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The magnitude of the displacement vectors represented in figure 3.2 have been chosen in
all cases to yield an accept/reject ratio near 50%. If the accept/reject ratio is too high or
too low, the simulation becomes less efficient because it takes too long to explore the phase
space of the ring polymer system. In this work, the MRG32k3a random number generator
developed by L’Ecuyer[57] was used both in the accept/reject step and to generate the
random bead displacements shown in figure 3.2.
Calculating properties of the system requires adjusting the number of beads to ensure
convergence. As the number of beads becomes infinite, the ring polymers exactly reproduce
the quantum behavior of an atom. But simulations require determining a finite amount of
beads where properties converge. An example of exploring this behavior is given in figure
3.3. The graph shows the convergence of the x-Cartesian component of the interatomic force
as the number of beads on the ring polymers increases. The simulation has an interatomic
Figure 3.3: Force Convergence as a Function of Bead Number.
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separation of 5 Bohr at 1.5 K. The data has been fitted with an inverse-power equation,
and demonstrates that to within a 95% confidence error, the force converges once the ring-
polymers have 40 beads. Every path integral simulation from this point on will contain 40
beads per ring polymer.
The two atom simulations present an example of the effect of neighboring atoms on
one another. In figure 3.4, multiple simulations are presented of two atoms separated by
various distances along an x-axis. The radial distributions of the beads in the xy-plane
and the yz-plane have been plotted. These plots demonstrate that at small separations,
the ring-polymers are compressed along the x-axis. In concert, the polymers spread out in
the yz-plane. This plot suggests that the atoms are compensating for each other’s presence
by exhibiting anisoptropic behavior. This compensation lessens as the interatomic distance





















(a) This plot shows the radial distribution of atom position in the xy-plane and
yz-plane. The two atoms are separated along the x-axis by a distance of 5 Bohr.























(b) This plot shows the radial distribution of atom position in the xy-plane and





















(c) This plot shows the radial distribution of atom position in the xy-plane and
yz-plane. The two atoms are separated along the x-axis by a distance of 7 Bohr.























(d) This plot shows the radial distribution of atom position in the xy-plane and





















(e) This plot shows the radial distribution of atom position in the xy-plane and
yz-plane. The two atoms are separated along the x-axis by a distance of 9 Bohr.























(f) This plot shows the radial distribution of atom position in the xy-plane and
yz-plane. The two atoms are separated along the x-axis by a distance of 10 Bohr.
Figure 3.4: Correlations in the Bead Positions for Two Ring Polymers as a Function of
Interatomic Distance (continued)
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3.3 Application to hcp Solid Helium
He-4 has two main solid phases: a body centered cubic (bcc) phase and a hexagonal close
packed (hcp) phase. The hcp phase was the focus of this work as it exhibits an E2g phonon
for which there is highly accurate experimental data. Reproducing this data would therefore
be a good benchmark for the accuracy of the simulations. To do this, the behavior exhibited
by an atom within the solid, as well as the forces it experiences must be calculated. This
required choosing the system size for observing an atom, as well as a method for enforcing
an external potential to regulate the behavior of neighboring atoms near the boundaries of
the lattice. The method chosen for doing this involved selecting a region of solid around
a central atom in which the atomic behavior would be actively simulated through the ring
polymer method. This allows atoms within the active region to have correlated motion,
giving a true representation of the dynamical behavior of an individual atom in the presence
of its neighbors. External to this active region, it was decided to attempt to represent atoms
of the extended lattice via Gaussian distributions of atomic positions about lattice points.
An example of this lattice structure is given in figure 3.5.These Gaussian atoms do not have
the potential to exhibit correlated motion, and instead represent the average behavior of
an isolated atom via the replication of their mean-square displacement about a center of
mass. The displacement was calculated using an analytical formula that calculates what









Utilizing these Gaussian atoms introduces the potential for error in the simulation given
that their motion cannot be correlated with each other or with the ring polymer atoms
within the active region of simulation. The reasoning for constructing the simulations in this
manner relies on the hypothesis that beyond some distance the helium atom interaction is
weak enough that the atomic motion is no longer correlated. Testing this hypothesis involved
two sets of experiments. As mentioned in section 3.2, the first experiment involved simulating
two-atom systems with the ring polymer method, where the distance between two atoms is
varied over a large range. From these tests the root-mean-square (RMS) displacement of
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Figure 3.5: 13 Centroids in an hcp Lattice Arrangement, Surrounded by a Gaussian Cage.
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the atoms about their centers of mass was then calculated. This resulted in observing that
beyond 9 Bohr at 1.5 K the RMS no longer suggested any anisotropy, suggesting that the
atoms could possibly be replaced by Gaussians beyond this distance. The second test of
this hypothesis was calculating the average potential energy between two ring-polymers as a
function of distance at various temperatures. These results were then contrasted against two
Gaussian-type atoms over the same distances and temperatures, to see at which distance the
ring-polymer atoms and Gaussian atoms converge. These results are displayed in figure 3.6.
In the first graph, calculations are done at 1.5 K, and shows that even at 10 Bohr, the ring-
polymer and Gaussian atoms do not converge. Looking at 3.35 K and 5.20 K, the potential
energy does converge at 10 Bohr and 9 Bohr respectfully. Upon analyzing this information,
it was decided that the first simulation work to be done would involve having a central atom
and its nearest neighbors represented by ring polymers. This meant that, with the exception
of low temperature and high density simulations, the central atom would directly experience
second nearest neighbors identically whether they were ring-polymer type atoms or Gaussian
type atoms. However, indirect effects would be present, arising from the interaction of the
nearest neighbors with the second nearest neighbors. One representative result of how the
external potential of Gaussian atoms prevented anisotropic behavior is given in 3.7. This
simulation involved nearest neighbor distances of 5.20 Bohr, with the simulation occuring at
1.5 K. In this situation, the central atom has identical RMS deviations of the central atom



























































(a) This plot shows the potential energy between two Gaussian type atoms
(Gauss) and compares it to the interaction of two ring-polymers (RP) with
40 beads each at 1.5 K. The mean square displacement of the Gaussian




























































(b) This plot shows the potential energy between two Gaussian type atoms
(Gauss) and compares it to the interaction of two ring-polymers (RP) with
40 beads each at 3.35 K. The mean square displacement of the Gaussian
atoms was scaled to match that of a free ring-polymer with 40 beads at
3.35 K.




























































(c) This plot shows the potential energy between two Gaussian type atoms
(Gauss) and compares it to the interaction of two ring-polymers (RP) with
40 beads each at 5.20 K. The mean square displacement of the Gaussian
atoms was scaled to match that of a free ring-polymer with 40 beads at
5.20 K.

















Figure 3.7: This plot compares the radial distribution of a ring polymer within a finite
lattice with an external Gaussian potential. The ring polymer had 40 beads, and was
simulated at 1.5 K inside a lattice with a nearest neighbor distance of 5.26 Bohr. The





To calculate the frequency of the E2g phonon that the hcp lattice exhibits, one must
calculate what is called the dynamical matrix. The dynamical matrix is similar to the
Hessian matrix that is used to compute the vibrational normal modes of small molecules.













In equation 4.1, the summation sums over the atoms, j, in the lattice. j = 1 represents
the reference atom, and within these simulations this represents the central atom of a hcp
lattice fragment. The term ∂xa1α represents taking the first derivative of the potential with
respect to xa. In this term a = 1, 2, 3 and represents the three dimensions of the solid.
In this term a = 1, 2, 3 and represents the three dimensions of the solid. The unit cell for
a hcp solid has two atoms, one of which can be considered to be in an A-type layer, and
the other of which is in an adjacent B-type layer. The subscript α indicates which type of
atom the reference atom is, with α = 1 indicating the atom is the A-type atom in the unit
cell, and α = 2 indicating the atom is the B-type atom. The term ∂xbjβ represents taking
the second derivative of the potential with respect to xb. In this term b = 1, 2, 3, and once
again represents the three dimensions of the solid. The subscript β indicates which type of
atom the non-reference atom is, with β = 1 or 2 representing A-type and B-type atoms,
respectively. Finally, the dynamical matrix in equation 4.1 is evaluated at wave vector q =
0 to obtain results that can be compared directly with Raman data.
Evaluating this summation generates a matrix of the following structure.[58]

k 0 0 −k 0 0
0 k 0 0 −k 0
0 0 l 0 0 −l
−k 0 0 k 0 0
0 −k 0 0 k 0




In this matrix, the k values represent the square of the E2g transverse optical phonon
frequencies. An explicit expression for k can be obtained by noting that k corresponds to







So that k is simply related to the second derivative of the total potential energy V of the
crystal with respect to xc, the x coordinate of the central, or reference, atom. The l values
represent the square of a longitudinal phonon frequency. To generate the second derivative
values used in calculating these frequencies, the first step was to develop a force function of
the Aziz two-body potential. This was done by taking the negative derivative of the Aziz




= εF ∗(x) (4.4)




















, x < D,


















, x < D,
0, x ≥ D
(4.7)
The constants for this equation are the same as in the Aziz potential and can be found in










This was achieved by performing simulations of the finite lattice using 13 ring polymers
representing a central atom of a hcp lattice and its 12 nearest neighbors. This was then
enclosed in 146 Gaussian atoms. The simulation was first performed with the central atom
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in its equilibrium position. This atom was then displaced 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 Bohr along the
x, y, and z directions. In these simulations, the z axis is perpendicular to the the basal
plane, and the yz plane is the mirror plane for the unit cell. For each displacement direction,
the force on the central atom generated by its nearest neighbors was then calculated. The
component force corresponding to the direction of displacement was then calculated. These
component forces would then be fitted to a linear function. Once found, the derivative of the
linear function would be calculated and evaluated at x = 0. The resulting value corresponds






















Figure 4.1: Total two-body force of a finite lattice with 13 ring polymers and 146 external
Gaussian atoms as a function of the displacement of the central atom. This plot corresponds
to simulations at 14.45 K and a nearest neighbor distance of 5.26 Bohr. The negative first





5.1 Structural Properties of hcp Solid Helium
5.1.1 Root Mean Square Displacement of Helium Atoms
The zero-point motion of the helium atoms causes them to move about their lattice position.
The scale of the displacement is measured by the root-mean-square (RMS) of the atoms.
This value is represented by the term < u2 >
1
2 . It is defined by the following equations.
u2i = (xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2 + (zi − z0)2 (5.1)
Where u2i is the square displacement for atom i, displaced from the original lattice position
(x0, y0, z0) to the position (xi, yi, zi). In a path integral Monte Carlo simulation, the average
value < u2 > can be estimated by recording snapshots of the ring polymer configurations
during the simulation. These snapshots then give n different observations for (xi, yi, zi) which









i=1(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2 + (zi − z0)2
n
(5.2)


















Simulations over a range of densities and temperatures were performed to determine the
< u2 >
1
2 values for He-4 in a hcp lattice. The simulations involved 13 ring-polymer atoms
being simulated, representing a central atom surrounded by 12 nearest neighbors, and 146
Gaussian atoms acting as an external potential. Each ring-polymer atom was constructed
with 40 beads, and 1000 snapshots of bead position for each atom were recorded in order
to calculate < u2 >
1
2 . In between snapshots, 500 Monte Carlo moves were made. This was
done in order to decrease correlation between snapshots. The < u2 >
1
2 values were then
compared to both experimental and theoretical values and are represented in table 5.1. The
column entitled ”Ratios” describes the ratio of the published experimental and theoretical
values to the simulations that have been done here. The comparisons demonstrate mixed
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Table 5.1: Root Mean Squared Displacements
Experiment[30] This Work
Temp. NNDist. < u2 >
1
2 Temp. NNDist. < u2 >
1
2 Ratio
(K.) (Bohr) (Bohr) (K.) (Bohr) (Bohr)
15 5.588 0.4602 14.45 5.52 0.3932 1.1703
5.8 5.760 0.408 5.2 5.75 0.4855 0.8405
14.8 5.770 0.4484 14.45 5.75 0.4202 1.067
14.8 5.771 0.4281 14.45 5.75 0.4202 1.0187
5.8 6.292 0.5548 5.2 6.37 0.6220 0.8920
0.7 6.919 0.7410 1.5 6.88 0.8345 0.8880
< 1 6.963 0.7321 1.5 7.04 0.8929 0.8199
< 1 6.963 0.6603 1.5 7.04 0.8929 0.7395
Experiment[31] This Work
14.23 5.770 0.634 14.45 5.75 0.4202 1.5087
12.00 5.771 0.605 12.60 5.75 0.4336 1.3961
Experiment[32] This Work
14.55 5.770 0.6316 14.45 5.75 0.4202 1.5031
11.85 5.770 0.5976 12.6 5.75 0.4336 1.3781
5 5.770 0.5831 5.2 5.75 0.4855 1.2009
5.71 6.292 0.7883 5.2 6.37 0.6220 1.2674
5 5.583 0.5271 5.2 5.52 0.4356 1.2102
Theory[32] This Work
14.55 5.770 0.6338 14.45 5.75 0.4202 1.5085
11.85 5.770 0.6053 12.6 5.75 0.4336 1.3959
5.71 6.292 0.7862 5.2 6.37 0.6220 1.2641
success in reproducing the published values of < u2 >
1
2 . The reasons behind this mixed
success have yet to be determined. It is possible that adjusting the number of atoms in the
active space or changing the number of beads per ring-polymer could improve the results.
This investigation is currently underway.
5.1.2 Pair Correlation Function
The pair correlation function, g(r), of a system of atoms describes how the density of the
substance varies as a function of distance from a reference atom. The pair correlation
function of solid He-4 systems has been studied by Kalos et al.[50] The pair correlation
function computed by Kalos et al. at 0 K at three separate densities has been represented

































(b) 6.73 Bohr NN. Dist.
Figure 5.1: Pair correlation function for nearest-neighbor atoms in solid He as a function

















(c) 6.52 Bohr NN. Dist.
Figure 5.1: Pair correlation function for nearest-neighbor atoms in solid He as a function
of density and temperature, compared with 0 K results from Kalos et al. (continued)
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correlation function corresponding to simulations at the same densities at 5.20 K, 10.75 K,
and 20.0 K. The simulations involved 13 ring-polymer atoms, a central atom and its nearest
neighbors, surrounded by 146 Gaussian atoms. The simulated work differs in that only
the nearest neighbors of the reference atom were considered. These peaks should roughly
align with the highest peak present in the work by Kalos et al. The simulated peaks are
shifted to slightly longer distances, as is indicated by the vertical lines running through the
peaks, and are more narrow than the Kalos et al. peaks. The peaks also show an increasing
height and decreasing width as temperature increases. The shifted peaks suggest that on
average the nearest neighbors of the central atom in the path-integral simulations are at
further distances than is suggested by the Kalos et al. work. This could be due in part to
the fact that the ring-polymers have been constructed to maintain a center of mass around
their lattice points. This ignores thermal motion that causes the atoms to shift from these
lattice positions. The difference might also be explained by the fact that given the distance
between the first and second peaks of the correlation function obtained by Kalos et al.[50], it
is likely that their second peak represents third nearest neighbors, and that second nearest
neighbors have been subsumed under the first peak; causing its broadness to differ from the
ring-polymer simulations. Additionally, the decreasing width of the peaks as temperature
increases suggests that the atoms become less diffuse and more localized about their lattice
points as temperature increases. This is congruent with the behavior of zero-point motion,
which decreases with an increase in temperature.
5.2 Raman Spectrum
The E2g phonon frequency was calculated at multiple temperatures and molar volumes.
Some representative results of these calculations are given in figure 5.2. In figure 5.2a, a plot
of simulations done at 1.5 K shows a linear relationship between the the natural logarithms
of frequency and molar volume. However, figure 5.2 shows a comparison between simulations
at 1.5 K and 14.45 K, and in the 14.45 K data there is an obvious discontinuity. The source
of the discontinuity is believed to be the presence of a minimum in the Aziz force function.
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(b) 1.5 K and 14.45 K























Aziz Force vs. Distance
Aziz Force
6.20 Bohr
Figure 5.3: This is a plot of the derived Aziz force function, with the minimum of the force
function indicated by the vertical line.
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When the ring-polymers are localized around this distance, the derivative of the function
oscillates between positive and negative values. Since the values of the dynamical matrix
are based on the summation of these derivative values, the frequency values approach zero.
This discontinuity causes any fits to the data to be poor. Linear fits to a log-log plot of
the volume dependence of the phonon frequency give the Grüneisen parameter, defined as
γ = − ∂(lnω)
∂(lnV )
. To avoid the discontinuity affecting the phonon frequencies, when making fits
to the phonon data, higher molar volume values were removed until the R2 values for the
fit were above 0.95. These Grüneisen parameters are listed in table 5.2. For comparison
to experiment, Surko and Slusher[59] report that at temperatures between 1 and 2 K, the
Grüneisen parameter has a value of γ = 2.6. These parameter values correspond to E2g
phonon frequencies generated from the ∂
2V
∂x2
derivatives of the potential energy surface. The
degenerate phonon frequencies from the ∂
2V
∂y2
derivatives, with the exception of some low
temperature data, and data sampling near the minimum of the force function previously
mentioned, are within 1-2 cm−1 of each other. In the limit of infinite iterations, the two values
for any given temperature and density should converge exactly. But, the differences seen in
this data are due to the limitations of having a finite numerical simulation. A representative
example of phonon frequency calculations is given in figure 5.4. The path integral results
tend to overestimate the phonon frequency. The calculated phonon frequencies generated
from our simulations have been tabulated in Appendix 2. Results from simulations using the
Aziz two-body potential are listed as are results from performing a three-body perturbation
using the Cencek potential. The change in the phonon frequency upon the addition of
the perturbation was minor, normally within a wavenumber. The exception to this trend
occurs at high densities, such as the results corresponding to a 6.88 Bohr and 7.04 Bohr
nearest neighbor distance. This behavior is unexpected, as three-body interactions should
be more significant the more dense the solid becomes. The reason for this discrepancy may
be due to the over confinement of the atoms by the external Gaussian potential that was
constructed. As evidenced by table 5.1, the root mean square displacement of the atoms
tends to be underestimated. This indicates possible over confinement, which would prevent
the sampling of small trimers. This could be preventing the influence of the three-body
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14.45 K Path Integral Results
Figure 5.4: This figure represents results presented in a paper by Watson and Daniels.[34]
It represents a combination of experimental measurements of the E2g phonon frequency using
both Raman spectroscopy and neutron scattering[59, 33]. The Grüneisen parameter for a
linear fit is also presented. In addition to the experimental results, a representative example
of the path integral results from simulations done at 14.45 K have been presented. The path
integral results tend to overestimate the phonon frequency.
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In light of the results of the path integral simulations, it was decided to explore the role
that the root mean square displacement of atoms within a solid has on the phonon frequency.
To explore this, a Gaussian quadrature method was implemented to model the helium
atoms. The zero-point motion of the atoms is represented by a Gaussian distribution. In the
Gaussian quadrature approach, the Gaussian distributions are represented by a finite set of
points with each point weighted by a corresponding probability related to its position along
the Gaussian distribution.[60] The more representative points there are, the more accurately
the Gaussian distribution is represented. However, increasing representative points increases
the computational cost. In modelling the solid this way, the assumption is being made that
the zero-point motion can be completely represented by Gaussians. Initially, a finite solid
was represented with a central atom and 18 neighbors in an hcp arrangement. Each atom
was represented by a Gaussian distribution with 12 weighted points. The two-body potential
energy between the central atom and its neighbors was calculated using the Aziz potential.
The potential energy per atom was calculated by summing all possible pair interactions
involving the central atom. This sum was then divided by two to give the per atom energy.
The kinetic energy of the atoms was calculated as
T =
9~2
8m < r2 >
(6.1)
These two energies were summed, and then were plotted as a function of the root mean
square displacement of the atoms within the solid for various densities.
The root mean square displacement that minimizes the energy of the system was then
identified. An example of this is given in figure 6.1. The frequency of the E2g phonon
was calculated using Aziz two-body potential, and then again with the Cencek three-
body potential. When calculating the contribution of three-body terms, the number of
nodes per quadrature was only 5. This was done because in order to calculate three-body
interactions, the number of calculations per interaction is N9, where N represents the number
of quadrature points. For a reference for the behavior of the two potentials, figure 6.2
demonstrates the energy due to each potential for a simulation with a nearest
45






























Figure 6.2: This figure represents the total two-body and three-body potential energies
for simulations done of an hcp lattice with a nearest neighbor distance of 5.26 Bohr. The
central atom of the solid was surrounded by 18 atoms, and displaced along the x-cartesian
coordinate in order to calculate the phonon frequency.
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neighbor distance of 5.26 Bohr. The results of the calculations for the phonon energy are
listed in table 6.1.These results indicate that at high densities, the three-body term has its
greatest effect. At the lowest densities the three-body term has an effect of less than one
wavenumber.



















5.26 0.6345 105.5204 102.3254 105.7813 102.5944
5.52 0.7155 82.9786 81.0538 83.1793 81.2594
5.75 0.7905 67.8609 66.6290 68.0219 66.7931
5.97 0.8650 56.6496 55.8434 56.7813 55.9772
6.18 0.9370 48.1434 47.6047 48.2531 47.7158
6.37 1.0035 41.9708 41.5961 42.0645 41.6907
6.55 1.0665 37.1193 36.8534 37.2003 36.9351
6.72 1.1260 33.2709 33.0788 33.3418 33.1502
6.88 1.1815 30.1581 30.0168 30.2208 30.0799





The root mean square displacement of atomic position of atoms in the hcp He-4 solid via
the path integral method showed a significant deviation from published experimental and
theoretical work. The closest result to experimental work was a simulation done at 14.45 K
with a nearest neighbor distance of 5.75 Bohr. This, in comparison to neutron scattering
data at 14.8 K and a nearest neighbor distance of 5.77 Bohr showed a deviation of less than
2%. However, multiple simulations showed deviations over 50%, each of which represented
an underestimation of the root mean square displacement. This suggests that the atoms
within the solid are being over confined, most likely by the external Gaussian potential that
was constructed to enforce isotropy within the solid.
In calculating the pair-correlation function for the solid, the path integral results were
compared to 0 K diffusion Monte Carlo results from Kalos et al.[50] The results indicated
that for first nearest neighbors, the path integral simulations differed from the work done by
Kalos by estimating a larger average distance between atoms. This could also be related to
the fact that the simulations seem to underestimate what the root mean square displacement
of atomic position should be. The difference in narrowness of the first nearest neighbor peaks
from the path integral results and the diffusion Monte Carlo results could be due to the fact
that the Kalos work is at 0 K. Additionally, Kalos seems to capture some second nearest
neighbor distances in their first peak. It should also be noted that the results from Kalos
are based off a different two-body potential than was used in this work.
In the calculation of the E2g phonon peak, the incorporation of zero-point motion into
the computations did seem to increase the phonon frequency in comparison to computational
work presented by Watson and Daniels.[34] However, the results were consistently an over
estimate of experimental Raman spectroscopy and neutron scattering data. The perturbative
inclusion of three-body interactions via the Cencek potential seemed to have the greatest
effect at the lowest molar volumes simulated. This results is unexpected and suspect, given
that three-body interactions tend to be more relevant the more dense a solid is. The source
of these errors is suspected to be a combination of the over confinement of the lattice by the
Gaussian external potential, and the fact that a discontinuity exists in the force function
used to calculate the E2g phonon frequency.
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The Gaussian quadrature calculations showed a connection between the root mean
squared displacement of atomic position and the solid density with the effects of including
the three-body interactions. The most dense system simulated had the largest difference in
phonon frequency when the three-body term was included. At a root mean square deviation
of 0.6345 Bohr, and a nearest neighbor distance of 5.26 Bohr, the two-body calculations
produced a phonon frequency of 105.5204 cm−1 for the ∂
2x
∂x2
term, and when the three-body
term is included this changes to 102.3254 cm−1. The degree of change then decreases as the





The path integral program developed from this works appears capable of producing zero-
point motion for the He-4 solid, and can be used to calculate both static and dynamical
properties. The importance of including this zero-point motion was evidenced by the increase
in E2g phonon frequency when compared to previous computational work done ignoring zero-
point motion. However, the program currently overestimates the phonon frequency. The
two-body potential used also generates a discontinuity in the frequency of the phonon as a
function of molar volume. The effect of three-body interactions on the calculated phonon
frequency in the path integral simulations appears to have the greatest effect at the lowest
molar volumes, which is not what is expected from three-body potentials. This is likely due
to the over confinement of the lattice by the Gaussian external potential.
The Gaussian quadrature calculations showed that there was a connection between the
root mean squared displacement of atoms in the lattice and the solid density, and the
relevance of the inclusion of three-body terms. The highest density did show the greatest
effect of incorporating the three-body potential.
To build on the current results from the path integral and Gaussian quadrature
calculation, it is likely that a new method of dealing with an external potential is needed.
Adjusting the root mean square displacement of the Gaussian atoms in the external potential
may be one way of correcting the over confinement. Additionally, increasing the size of the
active region that is simulated in the solid has the potential of increasing the accuracy of
the simulations. The more atoms that are simulated as ring polymers, the closer to reality
the lattice becomes. And increasing the size of the active region also has the effect of
increasing the distance between the central atom of the lattice and the Gaussian external
potential, thereby reducing the effect that they have on the central atom. However, there is a
computational cost to increasing the size of the active region. Performing all the simulations
that generated the E2g phonon frequencies with just 13 ring polymers occupied 48 processors
for 10 days. Increasing the size of the active region should result in an increase in a non-
linear increase in the computational cost, as the number of two-body interactions that are
considered increases non-linearly.
Future work should focus on increasing the computational efficiency of this method in
order to make performing larger simulations more feasible. One method of doing so may
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be in trying to parallelize the path integral code, although it is not obvious that this is a
simple thing to do given how each atom in the simulation depends on the behavior of all other
atoms in the simulation. Another approach may be to employ different approximations of the
action used in the path integral method. Currently, the program that has been written uses
a primitive approximation, which assumes that the action can be represented by the action
of a classical mass with no external potential. Lindoy et al.[61] recently demonstrated, that
higher order approximations to the action can reduce the number of beads per ring polymer
needed to get convergent behavior, thereby increasing the computational efficiency. These
improvements could increase the lattice size that can be considered, thereby increasing the
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Included here are the QMC codes used to sample the distribution of sero-point motion paths
that the helium atoms experience. The program is written in Fortran and requires the
following files to compile.
temp-cent.f : This is the main Monte Carlo code that uses the Metropolis method to
sample the path distribution.
cmrg.f : This is a random number generator, used to randomly generate points along
the zero-point paths.
vjez.f : This is used to calculate interatomic potential based on the Aziz HFD-B(He)
potential.
fjez.f : This is a force function derived from the Aziz HFD-B(He) potential energy
function.
A temp-cent.f
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
c --- parameters are compile-time constants.
c --- this parameter is the number of "beads" in a "necklace".
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c --- this parameter is the number of iterations in a block. only one
c snapshot per block is ever recorded; this is to allow the beads
c plenty of time to randomize between snapshots.
c --- this stores the coordinates of the beads. the first index is the
c atom number (there are two "real" atoms in this system). the second
c index is the bead number for a given atom. the third index is 1, 2,
c or 3 for the x, y, or z coordinates, respectively.
dimension path(200, 1000, 3), gpath(200, 3)
dimension xst(200),yst(200),zst(200),dr1(200),dr2(200)
dimension gdr1(200),gdr2(200)
c --- a common block sets up global variables that can be shared between
c subroutines. every subroutine that wants access to these variables
c must have the same common statement near the beginning.
common /rancom/ rscale, rstate(6)
dimension rseed(6)
common /params/ force, beta, zmass, delta
common /therm/ temp
common /atom/ gv(2,80000), katom
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character*9 gname
c --- read in the intial atom and bead coordinates.
write(6,*)’Enter temp, NBEADS, iskip:’























































c --- read three simulation parameters from the input stream:
c niter = # of iterations (each iteration consists of NBLOCK steps)
c temp = temperature in kelvin
c dist = distance between centroids in bohr
c write(6,*)’Enter temp, dist, NBEADS, iskip:’































































































































c open (3, file=’skip’)









c --- delta is the random motion step size. a bead can move up to
c plus or minus (delta/2.0) in each direction (x, y, and z).
c --- delta=0.35d0




write (6, *) ’beta = ’, beta
write (6, *) ’force = ’, force
write (6, *) ’’
c --- initialize the potential energy curve.
call vinit(r2min, bin)
c --- initialize the interatomic force curve
call finit(r2min, bin)
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if (mod(n, 100).eq.0) write (6, *) ’WARMUP: ’, n




call move(na, path, gpath, nrej,NBEADS,NATOMS)
end do
c ------ end of the loop over a single block.
end do
trej=trej+dble(nrej)
c --- end of the warm-up phase.
end do
trej=trej/(NATOMS*1000.0d0*dble(NBLOCK)*dble(NBEADS))
write (6, *) ’’
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if(trej.lt.0.30)then
write (6,*)’WARNING, warmup rejection fraction too low.’
end if
if(trej.ge.0.30.and.trej.lt.0.40)then
write(6,*)’Low warmup rejection fraction’
end if
if(trej.ge.0.60.and.trej.lt.0.70)then
write(6,*)’High warmup rejection fraction.’
end if
if(trej.gt.0.70)then
write(6,*)’WARNING, warmup rejection fraction too high.’
end if
write (6, *) ’warmup rejection fraction = ’, trej
c --- this counts the number of rejected moves.
trej=0.0
c --- start the simulation.
do n=1, niter
nrej=0




call move(na, path, gpath, nrej,NBEADS,NATOMS)
end do
c ------ end of the loop over a single block.
end do
trej=trej+dble(nrej)
c ------ compute a few different things at the end of every block.
rmax=-1.0d0
rmin=10000.0d0
c ------ compute the mean potential energy and mean interatomic







xx=path(nr, i, 1)-path(nl, i, 1)
yy=path(nr, i, 2)-path(nl, i, 2)













c --------- and record a snapshot of both sets of beads.
c --------- a non-blank in column 6 indicates a continuation of the
c preceding line in Fortran...




write (11, 9100) path(nat, nab, 1), path(nat, nab, 2),








9100 format (f15.10, 2x, f15.10, 2x, f15.10)

































c write (18, 1800) rout1, rout2, rout3, rout4
c1800 format (4(f15.10, 1x))
c write (19,1900) n, v1*27.2112d0*8065.54d0,
c + v2*27.2112d0*8065.54d0,v3*27.2112d0*8065.54d0, v4*27.2112d0*8065.54d0
c write (23, 1900) n, f1, f2, f3, f4
c1900 format(i9, 4(2x, 1pe15.8))
c write (20, 1800) fx1, fx2, fx3, fx4
c write (21, 1800) fy1, fy2, fy3, fy4
c write (22, 1800) fz1, fz2, fz3, fz4
call flush(18)
c ------ this pads each snapshot with a blank line at the end.
c write (11, *) ’’
c write (12, *) ’’
c v=v/dble(NBEADS)
c f=f/dble(NBEADS)
c ------ write the information out to unit 7.
c ------ the numerical factors multiplying v convert it to convenient
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c units, called wavenumbers.
c write (7, 7001) n, v*27.2112d0*8065.54d0, sqrt(rmin),
c + sqrt(rmax)
c7001 format (i9, 3(2x, 1pe15.8))
c ------ compute the average x position for the left atom. (this






c do i=1, NBEADS





c do i=1, NBEADS
c write (31, 3100) path(1, i, 1)
c write (32, 3100) path(1, i, 2)
c write (33, 3100) path(1, i, 3)
c write (41, 3100) path(2, i, 1)
c write (42, 3100) path(2, i, 2)
c write (43, 3100) path(2, i, 3)
c 3100 format (f10.5)
c end do
c ------ compute the mean squared, cubic, and quartic deviation
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c of the left atom’s beads along the x axis.
c ------ the squared and quartic deviation help us decide whether the
c distribution can be modeled by a Gaussian.
c ------ the cubic deviation would be sensitive to any asymmetry in the
c distribution.
c do i=1, NBEADS
c x2=x2+(path(1, i, 1)-x1)**2
c x3=x3+(path(1, i, 1)-x1)**3






c ------ write the information out to unit 8.
c write (8, 8001) n, x2, x3, x4, ’X’
c8001 format (i9, 3(2x, 1pe15.8), 2x, a1)






c do i=1, NBEADS





c do i=1, NBEADS
c x2=x2+(path(1, i, 2)-x1)**2
c x3=x3+(path(1, i, 2)-x1)**3





c write (8, 8001) n, x2, x3, x4, ’Y’





c do i=1, NBEADS




c do i=1, NBEADS
c x2=x2+(path(1, i, 3)-x1)**2
c x3=x3+(path(1, i, 3)-x1)**3







c write (8, 8001) n, x2, x3, x4, ’Z’
c
end do
c --- compute the overall fraction of moves that are rejected.
trej=trej/(dble(NBLOCK)*dble(NBEADS)*dble(NATOMS*niter))
write (6, *) ’’
if(trej.lt.0.30)then









write(6,*)’WARNING, rejection fraction too high.’
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end if
write (6, *) ’rejection fraction = ’, trej
c write (50,*) trej
c --- end of the entire simulation.
stop
end
c --- this subroutine computes the quantity V(Q) that appears in the
c probability function.
subroutine prob(force,nn,ds1f,ds1b,ds2f,ds2b,dr1sum,dr2sum,p)





c --- this is the He-He potential, evaluated from the lookup table.
double precision function vlu(r2)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
parameter (NVBINS=40000)
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common /potcom/ v(2, NVBINS)
if (r2.gt.9.0d0) then










c --- this is the He-He force, evaluated from the lookup table.
double precision function flu(r2)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
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parameter (NVBINS=40000)
common /forcom/ f(2, NVBINS)
if (r2.gt.9.0d0) then










c --- This is the guassian force evaluated from the lookup table.
double precision function glu(r2)
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implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)








c --- this subroutine carries out a Monte Carlo move.
subroutine move(id, path, gpath, nrej,NBEADS,NATOMS)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
c --- id = 1 to move left atom; id = 2 to move right atom.





common /rancom/ rscale, rstate(6)
common /params/ force, beta, zmass, delta
common /atom/ gv(2,80000), katom
c --- first choose two beads to jigger.
120 call rstep(rstate, z, rscale)
k1=idint(z*NBEADS)+1
call rstep(rstate, z, rscale)
k2=idint(z*NBEADS)+1
c --- make sure that we chose two different beads.
if (k1.eq.k2) goto 120

















c --- calculate the harmonic link lengths (squared).
ds1b=(path(id, k1, 1)-path(id, k1b, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 2)-path(id, k1b, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 3)-path(id, k1b, 3))**2
ds1f=(path(id, k1, 1)-path(id, k1f, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 2)-path(id, k1f, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 3)-path(id, k1f, 3))**2
ds2b=(path(id, k2, 1)-path(id, k2b, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 2)-path(id, k2b, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 3)-path(id, k2b, 3))**2
ds2f=(path(id, k2, 1)-path(id, k2f, 1))**2+
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+ (path(id, k2, 2)-path(id, k2f, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 3)-path(id, k2f, 3))**2
c --- check for the case in which k1 and k2 are only different by one;














dr1(k)=(path(id, k1, 1)-path(i, k1, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 2)-path(i, k1, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 3)-path(i, k1, 3))**2
dr2(k)=(path(id, k2, 1)-path(i, k2, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 2)-path(i, k2, 2))**2+
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c --- calculate the probability for this configuration.
call prob(force,NBEADS,ds1f,ds1b,ds2f,ds2b,dr1sum,dr2sum,prob1)
c --- choose a random displacement for jiggering the beads.
call rstep(rstate, dx, rscale)
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call rstep(rstate, dy, rscale)











c --- jigger the beads, keeping the centroid fixed.
path(id, k1, 1)=path(id, k1, 1)+dx
path(id, k1, 2)=path(id, k1, 2)+dy
path(id, k1, 3)=path(id, k1, 3)+dz
path(id, k2, 1)=path(id, k2, 1)-dx
path(id, k2, 2)=path(id, k2, 2)-dy
path(id, k2, 3)=path(id, k2, 3)-dz
c --- calculate the new harmonic link lengths (squared).
ds1b=(path(id, k1, 1)-path(id, k1b, 1))**2+
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+ (path(id, k1, 2)-path(id, k1b, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 3)-path(id, k1b, 3))**2
ds1f=(path(id, k1, 1)-path(id, k1f, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 2)-path(id, k1f, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 3)-path(id, k1f, 3))**2
ds2b=(path(id, k2, 1)-path(id, k2b, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 2)-path(id, k2b, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 3)-path(id, k2b, 3))**2
ds2f=(path(id, k2, 1)-path(id, k2f, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 2)-path(id, k2f, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 3)-path(id, k2f, 3))**2
c --- check for the case in which k1 and k2 are only different by one;













dr1(k)=(path(id, k1, 1)-path(i, k1, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 2)-path(i, k1, 2))**2+
+ (path(id, k1, 3)-path(i, k1, 3))**2
dr2(k)=(path(id, k2, 1)-path(i, k2, 1))**2+
+ (path(id, k2, 2)-path(i, k2, 2))**2+


































c --- calculate the probability for this new configuration.
call prob(force,NBEADS,ds1f,ds1b,ds2f,ds2b,dr1sum,dr2sum,prob2)
c --- check the probabilities to decide whether to accept the move.
c --- if prob2 <= prob1 then we will accept the move. this is because
c the real probability is given by exp(-beta*prob), so lower values
c of prob are really higher values of the actual probability.








call rstep(rstate, z, rscale)
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if (z.gt.test) then













subroutine gstep(rstate, z, rscale)
implicit none
double precision rstate(6), z, v1, v2, r2, fac, rscale, gsave
97
integer isave





100 call rstep(rstate, v1, rscale)













subroutine gstepo(rstate, z, rscale)
implicit none
integer isave
double precision rstate(6), z, rscale, gsave, r, u, twopi
parameter (twopi=6.2831853071795864770d0)





call rstep(rstate, z, rscale)
r=sqrt(-2.0d0*dlog(z))









subroutine rstep(rstate, z, rscale)
implicit none
integer i
double precision rstate(6), xx1, z, rscale
double precision zm1, zm2, rm1, rm2
common /moduli/ zm1, zm2, rm1, rm2
xx1 = 1403580.0d0 * rstate(2) - 810728.0d0 * rstate(1)
rstate(1) = rstate(2)
rstate(2) = rstate(3)
c rstate(3) = dmod(xx1, 4294967087.0d0)
rstate(3) = (xx1 - idint(xx1*rm1)*zm1)
if (rstate(3).lt.0.0d0) rstate(3) = rstate(3) + 4294967087.0d0
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xx1 = 527612.0d0 * rstate(6) - 1370589.0d0 * rstate(4)
rstate(4) = rstate(5)
rstate(5) = rstate(6)
c rstate(6) = dmod(xx1, 4294944443.0d0)
rstate(6) = (xx1 - idint(xx1*rm2)*zm2)
if (rstate(6).lt.0.0d0) rstate(6) = rstate(6) + 4294944443.0d0
c z=dmod(rstate(3) - rstate(6), 4294967087.0d0)
xx1=rstate(3)-rstate(6)









double precision rstate(6), xx1, xx2, xx3, yy1, yy2, yy3
call mulmod(rstate(1), 2427906178.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx1)
call mulmod(rstate(2), 3580155704.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx2)
call mulmod(rstate(3), 949770784.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx3)
yy1=dmod(xx1+xx2+xx3, 4294967087.0d0)
call mulmod(rstate(1), 226153695.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx1)
call mulmod(rstate(2), 1230515664.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx2)
call mulmod(rstate(3), 3580155704.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx3)
yy2=dmod(xx1+xx2+xx3, 4294967087.0d0)
call mulmod(rstate(1), 1988835001.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx1)
call mulmod(rstate(2), 986791581.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx2)





call mulmod(rstate(4), 1464411153.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx1)
call mulmod(rstate(5), 277697599.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx2)
call mulmod(rstate(6), 1610723613.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx3)
yy1=dmod(xx1+xx2+xx3, 4294944443.0d0)
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call mulmod(rstate(4), 32183930.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx1)
call mulmod(rstate(5), 1464411153.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx2)
call mulmod(rstate(6), 1022607788.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx3)
yy2=dmod(xx1+xx2+xx3, 4294944443.0d0)
call mulmod(rstate(4), 2824425944.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx1)
call mulmod(rstate(5), 32183930.0d0, 4294944443.0d0, xx2)










double precision rstate(3), z, u, check(16), xx1, xx2, xx3
double precision zm1, zm2, rm1, rm2






























write (6, 6010) i, z+1.0d0, u





write (6, 6010) i, z, u
if (z.ne.check(i)) then
j=1
write (6, 6011) i, z, check(i)
6011 format (’decimation of large floating point number ’,
+ ’fails at i = ’, i2/,
+ ’result of decimation is ’, f3.1,






if (j.eq.0) write (6, 6100)
6100 format (’double precision FP representation is OK’/)
if (j.ne.0) write (6, 6110)
6110 format (’problem with double precision FP representation’/)
write (6, 6200)





call mulmod(rstate(1), 2427906178.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx1)
call mulmod(rstate(2), 3580155704.0d0, 4294967087.0d0, xx2)

















write (6, 6211) i, z, check(i)
6211 format (’decimation of cycle-skipping product ’,
+ ’fails at i = ’, i2/,
+ ’result of decimation is ’, f3.1,





if (j.eq.0) write (6, 6300)
6300 format (’cycle-skipping arithmetic is OK’/)
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if (j.ne.0) write (6, 6310)
6310 format (’problem with cycle-skipping arithmetic’/)
return
end
subroutine mulmod(a, s, zm, z)
implicit none












c this subroutine sets up the arrays for linear interpolation of




implicit double precision (a-h, o-z)
c --- hartree to kelvin conversion factor
parameter (hart=315774.65d0)
parameter (NVBINS=40000)
c --- potential energy lookup table.
common /potcom/ v(2, NVBINS)
r2min=9.0d0
bin=0.05d0
write (6, 6000) sqrt(r2min), bin
6000 format (’DEFINING potential energy grid parameters’//,
+ ’minimum R = ’, f10.5, ’ bohr’/,
+ ’ln(R**2) bin = ’, f10.5, ’ for R**2 in bohr**2’/)
write (6, 6020)
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6020 format (’using HFD-B(He) potential energy curve’/, ’[R.A. ’,
+ ’Aziz et al., Mol. Phys. vol. 61, p. 1487 (1987)]’/)
c write (6, 6030)
6030 format (’using Jeziorska potential energy curve’/)





write (17, 1717) r2, v(1, i), sqrt(r2)
1717 format (f10.5, 2x, 1pe15.8, 2x, 0pf10.5)
end do
c --- debugging output.
vmin=v(1, 1)
do i=1, NVBINS






write (6, 6100) vmin, r2, sqrt(r2)
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6100 format (’minimum is ’, f12.5, ’ K at R**2 = ’, f10.5,
+ ’ bohr**2 or R = ’, f10.5, ’ bohr’/)
c --- compute the slopes of the line segments connecting the grid
c points.
do i=1, NVBINS-1
v(2, i)=(v(1, i+1)-v(1, i))/bin
end do
c --- compute the y-intercepts of the line segments.
do i=1, NVBINS-1
r2=dble(i-1)*bin+r2min





c this function computes the He-He potential energy as a function
c of the squared interatomic distance.
c the potential energy function is described in detail by R.A. Aziz
c et al., Molecular Physics, volume 61, p. 1487 (1987).
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------
111
double precision function hfdbhe(r2)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)


























c this function computes the He-He potential energy as a function
c of the squared interatomic distance.
c the potential energy function is described in detail by M.
c Jeziorska et al., Journal of Chemical Physics, volume 127,
c article 124303 (2007).
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------
double precision function vjez(r2)







































































c this function computes the He-He potential energy as a function
c of the squared interatomic distance.
c the potential energy function is described in detail by R.A. Aziz
c et al., Molecular Physics, volume 61, p. 1487 (1987).
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------
double precision function hfdbheforce(r2)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)














































1.50 72.8939 74.3131 72.9325 74.3464
3.35 79.1401 79.4216 79.1766 79.4533
5.20 81.3202 81.2489 81.3567 81.2809
7.05 82.2881 82.0222 82.3254 82.0549
8.90 82.4827 82.4858 82.5218 82.5188
10.75 82.7286 82.1445 82.7653 82.1773
12.60 81.4218 82.2755 81.4611 82.3111
14.45 82.1686 82.6778 82.2062 82.7096
16.30 81.4623 82.0315 81.5009 82.0666
18.15 81.4844 82.4480 81.5234 82.4794
20.00 81.0396 81.7244 81.0798 81.7597
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1.50 54.0772 54.3146 54.0983 54.3380
3.35 60.0109 59.3926 60.0295 59.4143
5.20 61.4234 60.4533 61.4447 60.4779
7.05 61.3693 61.0444 61.3900 61.0670
8.90 61.8333 61.0140 61.8536 61.0381
10.75 61.5828 61.8887 61.6048 61.9124
12.60 61.7722 61.0563 61.7945 61.0806
14.45 61.0076 61.4839 61.0309 61.5090
16.30 61.8142 60.7692 61.8360 60.7960
18.15 60.5158 60.6438 60.5404 60.6692
20.00 60.2723 60.6869 60.2947 60.7136

















1.50 41.8294 40.9658 41.8413 40.9792
3.35 47.1678 45.6345 47.1793 45.6478
5.20 48.2469 46.5965 48.2581 46.6097
7.05 47.8543 46.5442 47.8673 46.5594
8.90 47.9776 46.0235 47.9918 46.0397
10.75 47.8418 47.4772 47.8562 47.4931
12.60 48.3133 46.7110 48.3268 46.7272
14.45 46.5139 46.4049 46.5284 46.4209
16.30 46.0938 46.2770 46.1095 46.2934
18.15 45.3743 45.9146 45.3893 45.9293
20.00 45.6924 45.4642 45.7082 45.4811
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1.50 33.4064 31.3247 33.4127 31.3307
3.35 37.4461 35.0434 37.4531 35.0502
5.20 38.3140 36.3652 38.3214 36.3724
7.05 38.3798 36.4607 38.3891 36.4684
8.90 38.4990 37.4663 38.5084 37.4738
10.75 37.8033 36.3948 37.8107 36.4022
12.60 37.3438 35.9198 37.3517 35.9283
14.45 36.3375 35.5692 36.3463 35.5776
16.30 35.6196 35.5779 35.6287 35.5856
18.15 35.2930 34.3301 35.3030 34.3393
20.00 34.7570 33.9474 34.7662 33.9565

















1.50 26.8132 24.0970 26.8169 24.1005
3.35 30.3717 27.7343 30.3759 27.7381
5.20 30.5596 28.9873 30.5639 28.9916
7.05 30.7465 28.8001 30.7507 28.8042
8.90 29.7288 28.0366 29.7344 28.0413
10.75 30.0769 27.7490 30.0815 27.7547
12.60 28.2304 27.0990 28.2358 27.1049
14.45 28.6969 26.8194 28.7027 26.8253
16.30 26.8409 25.9580 26.8469 25.9635
18.15 25.8740 25.2089 25.8806 25.2158
20.00 25.6752 24.2135 25.6817 24.2199
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1.50 21.7210 18.7302 21.7233 18.7323
3.35 25.0104 22.4587 25.0129 22.4613
5.20 25.1309 22.0648 25.1340 22.0684
7.05 24.6928 22.7497 24.6956 22.7535
8.90 25.0962 22.5195 25.0996 22.5227
10.75 23.9062 21.3643 23.9099 21.3693
12.60 22.8115 21.1230 22.8154 21.1260
14.45 20.7481 19.9148 20.7539 19.9193
16.30 19.9701 19.6574 19.9754 19.6622
18.15 18.9209 18.7259 18.9257 18.7298
20.00 16.7185 17.3317 16.7242 17.3361

















1.50 17.9724 14.4573 17.9736 14.4586
3.35 21.6695 18.1585 21.6713 18.1604
5.20 21.1551 18.1550 21.1571 18.1569
7.05 20.2229 19.2031 20.2253 19.2059
8.90 20.3927 19.1072 20.3953 19.1095
10.75 17.7848 17.2013 17.7881 17.2046
12.60 17.5212 16.2068 17.5233 16.2091
14.45 16.2031 14.4910 16.2055 14.4942
16.30 14.4641 14.0864 14.4678 14.0896
18.15 13.0549 11.7860 13.0582 11.7896
20.00 10.7552 11.5235 10.7595 11.5267
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1.50 15.3799 10.7691 15.3806 10.7702
3.35 18.3869 13.7597 18.3882 13.7610
5.20 17.8475 14.6810 17.8494 14.6832
7.05 17.2323 14.8977 17.2337 14.8998
8.90 15.9700 12.6140 15.9716 12.6162
10.75 14.5812 11.8959 14.5830 11.8984
12.60 12.5327 12.4727 12.5347 12.4749
14.45 11.1596 10.3072 11.1620 10.3106
16.30 8.4207 8.4658 8.4240 8.4689
18.15 5.2467 6.3430 5.2515 6.3474
20.00 5.5167 4.9286 5.5203 4.9338

















1.50 12.6088 8.6392 12.6093 8.6400
3.35 15.3496 12.0621 15.3504 12.0632
5.20 15.0419 12.2927 15.0430 12.2941
7.05 13.8161 10.8810 13.8175 10.8831
8.90 12.1473 10.3210 12.1485 10.3227
10.75 9.2481 9.5178 9.2506 9.5197
12.60 7.5889 5.6884 7.5918 5.6915
14.45 2.9568 3.2698 2.9612 3.2760
16.30 1.5771 2.6014 1.5855 2.5951
18.15 5.1827 5.5932 5.1802 5.5908
20.00 6.9886 6.5936 6.9872 6.5920
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1.50 11.3020 5.0821 11.3022 5.0825
3.35 13.6228 9.4915 13.6233 9.4924
5.20 12.3332 10.5014 12.3334 10.5019
7.05 10.8630 9.4327 10.8637 9.4339
8.90 8.6962 7.6772 8.6972 7.6786
10.75 5.4346 4.2229 5.4364 4.2259
12.60 2.2587 2.9589 2.2551 2.9568
14.45 6.1239 5.8365 6.1225 5.8353
16.30 7.1663 6.9787 7.1655 6.9778
18.15 8.3942 8.0352 8.3937 8.0347
20.00 9.3436 8.7482 9.3432 8.7477
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